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The topic of the thesis was chosen from the list of topic of department 

Work with literature  excellent. 

Language skills  excellent. 

Student invention  very good. 

Student worked independently with mentor help.  

Problems and issues were solved independently with mentor help.  

Work in the lab was not available, literature review. 

Results interpretation correct with small corrections.  

Processing of thesis was correct with mentor corrections.  

Graphical processing for the thesis excellent. 
 
 
Mentor comments to thesis and student approach:  

Classification tasks arise in many area's of science and engineering and form a 
standard topic of statistics. Usually, a classification rule is constructed from a sufficiently 
large number of observations for which the class information is a priori available. 
However, in some applications it is very difficult or even impossible to gather enough 
observations, a phenomenon known as the small sample size problem. A typical 
example is classification of genes to disease types based on their gene expressions  
(that is, the amino-acids that characterize them). Not only is the number of investigated 
genes in general very small, but in addition the number of variables is much larger (for 
instance thousand times larger). 
 
To perform classification succesfully with such gene expression data requires to first 
modify the standard statistical classification methods and to second reduce very high 
computational costs, that is, very high numbers of required mathematical operations 
and therefore very long computation times.  
 
The present thesis addresses both issues. The author, without any solid statistical 
background, studied the literature on modified classification methods and made an 
understandable overview represented by Chapter 2. In order to reduce computational 
costs, it was necessary to understand not only the basics of linear algebra (Chapter 1) 
but also much more advanced concepts like Cauchy-matrices and low-rank matrix 



perturbations (Chapter 3). In addition, the author had to get used to a specialized text 
editor (LaTeX) allowing to display mathematical formulaes in a much more professional 
way than is possible in Word and had to learn a programming language (Octave) to 
perform the numerical experiments. As all these tasks were accomplished succesfully, I 
recommend the defense of the thesis.  
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